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enough nor rich enough for a party to live on. Fertile in ideas,
Disraeli had missed the truth that in England no party exists by
ideas only; and down to 1870 he had failed to place any strong
new interest on his side. That was why his bold franchise bid
in 1867 led to his own discomfiture.
But from 1871 onward to the end of our period the conservative
party made good this lack. Money, workers, and support of
every kind flowed to it inexhaustibly from the liquor trade. The
more the liberals came to rely on the chapels, the more the public-
houses rallied to their opponents. When political 'machines*
developed in the eighties, the need for a permanent large in-
come at the head-quarters of each parly was vastly increased. But
for money derived from brewers and distillers, it is very doubtful
if the conservatives could have met it. Party funds being secret,
nothing about them can be affirmed certainly; but nobody will
dispute that during the forty years before 1914 a very large con-
servative income came from this source. Nor was money all. Few
people are so well placed to influence voters as publicans; and
there practically ceased to be any liberal publicans.
These facts, whose objective interest is considerable, have sel-
dom been objectively discussed. They provide no small part of
the explanation why conservatism was so much more successful
in the forty years after 1871 than in the forty years before that
date. But the liberals made them subjects for question-begging
abuse. And the conservatives were a little shamefaced, and
avoided talking much about them. It is difficult to see how either
attitude was justified. Undeniable evils existed in the liquor
traffic, but the better leaders among those engaged in it were not
concerned to defend them; while it was neither improper for the
trade, nor immoral for a party, to oppose political measures
which, whatever one thinks of them, were essentially pointed to
the goal of prohibition. Conservative shamefaccdness, it may he
noted, did not extend from speech to action. For example, one
of the purest characters in front bench politics, no less a man than
A. J. Balfour, sat from 1885 to I9°5 for East Manchester. All
the time that he did so, the seat was reputed in the gift of certain
local breweries; and the chairman of his committee was the lead-
ing representative of the liquor trade in the public life of Man-
chester.
The by-elections began to tell their story from the date of
Bruce's 1871 bill* In the summer of that year the sitting liberal

